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Statistical Cost Estimating Relationshive
Same Muic Issues (Aircraft e)

1. my PUPOSE.

The plan of my presentation is first to discuss sacme of the basic

issues of Statistical Cost Estimating Relationships (CR's)), and tfn

4ivdescribewbriefiy some mtar recent studies whichAhave attempted to

develop such CR's on aircraft programs. I will conclude by sumariing

the major advantages and disadvantages of statistical CR's.

II. E MAJR CHARACMRISTICS OF STATISTICAL CER TCHNIQLWS.

The major characteristics of the statistical CER technique, as I

am using the term, are (as shown in Figtuwe 1):

a) First, is the use of actual, historical, data on the costs of

other (both past and current) related programs. Actual data, rather

than proposal data, or other estimates, are sought.

b) Secondly, these actual costs are then related to selected cos c-

influencing program characteristics, particularly the major physical and/

or performance characteristics.

c) Finally, statistical procedures are used to develop., test, and

to evaluate the cost estimating equations - the CERs. (I am using the

term "statistical" rather loosely here. In my viev the relation that

would result from fitting a line, by eye, to a fey data points on a scatter

diagm votld quality as a statistical CZR.)
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A major assmption in the use of statistical COR's is that the nev

progm on which the (RH's are to be used, viii be affected by the cost

Influ•ncing variables (i.e. 1, i,'dependent variables) in approximately

the m way as they affected the historical program used to derive the

IM. EM COST NTD(ATIING TASK AA SED HEM.

The problem that we are attempting to solve with the help of (R's

is that of estimtting the costs of future programs. For my purpose here

I am excluding the problem of estimating the costs of a follow-on program.

That is, we are seeking estimates until the time that the item goes into

production and a sufficient body of actual costs on that item begins to

be reported.

The use of CER's to compare one contractor cost proposal to another

is a more controversial applicatir of CER's.

IV. WHY MR 's?

The emphasis on CER's has arisen because of numerous examples of

poor estimates in the past on major programs. Estimates in the past

have seamed to rely too heavily on contractor proposal estimates, which

repeatedly have turned out to be considerably underestimated. The recent

efforts in my office can be said to have been given primary impetus by

initial estimates on the F-ill program. Numerous other examples of major

underestimates such as the B-70, Skybolt,, Nk 46 torpedo, SHRIn missile,

etc., can be cited.
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This is not to say that we consider the statistical MZR as being

the last word, or even the only word, in making future program cost

estimates. The use of engineering evaluations and the exemination of

the specific design details, with cost comparisons of Individual com-

ponents, can also provide considerable insight. These other techniques,

together with appropriate CHR's., should result in considerably Improved

cost estimates. Where specific equi.pment designs are not available,

recourse to CER's may be the only option. This is often the case, when

OSD or the Services are doing advanced Cost-Effectiveness studies.

V. MAJOR PROBIM fl TEVELOPMW OF STATISTICAL CHR Ia.

for thc3e who have not been through the experience of developing

statistical CER's, I would like to describe briefly same of the major

procedural problems typically encountered, using a few aircraft exmle#s.

Subsequently, I wl describe in more detail the specific aircraft studies

sponsored by our office.

These procedural problems can be divided into the categories shown

in •'Igure 2.

A. Choice of the dependent variables.

The choice of the dependent variable involves such probles as:

- whether to estimate cost per pound or to estimate cost
per airfroe directly

- at what production unit, or units, to make the estimate

- and what cost categories should be covered by each
equation.

_ _ __ i
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Curently,, the popular approach for aircraft airfraies is to estimate

separately manufacturing labor., manufacturing materials,, tooling and

engineering and usually on a cost per pound basis. Overhead,, OUk mod

profit rates are then applied. The difficulty in separating development

from production coats in the data has resulted in these frequently being

est imated together in airframe CZP's * Total engine and total avionics

costs are also each estimated separately. These are also proponents 'X

estimating total cost di~rectlyj, at least total airfrome., if not total

flyaway cost. Another aspect of the dependent variable question is the

coverage of the equations regarding the end item. For simple, aircraft

migh be subdivided into various aircraft types (such as fighters,, bombers.,

transports, etc.),. by weight class, by speed (e.g.,. subsonic versus super-

sonic)., or by type of propulsion system (e.g.,, reciprocating versus turbo-

jet).

B. Chioice (if the Idpnet Variables.

The choice of the idpnet variables is the problem of ex-

tra~cting the most important coat infbaencing rharaicteristics, from the

literally hundreds of chwrater~ibt ice associated with any given aircraft

program. it is worthwhile to r"view some of the Mxwo typos Of factors

affecting cost. These are listed in Figiwe 3. it is to be noted,, hmvem,

that typically, CXRI* have not directly a~resoed acms of those sho~m In

Figure 3. This serves to indicate how, complex the Over-all problem at

cost estimation is.

1. PhysIcAl characteristics such sa wl~tp an *in* awe ftoo4

in most current W's. They are used,, In a sewe as prom" (sbstitutes)

vaaosfor...
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2. The performance characteristics such as speed, rarge, pay-

load and reliability. We would in many cases prefer to estimate cost

solely as a function of performance. However., typically, MR's include

both physical and performance variables since certain physical charac-

teristics such as gross taUe-off weight are usually available even in

the very early stages of program concept formulation. An exception is

our experimental model for estimating transport costs which, as will be

noted later, aims at relating cost directly to a measure of over-all

mission performance.

3. Even with the same physical 4 2d performance characteristics,

the costs of a given progrew can vary due to the particular mnufacturer

-- because of such factors as the quality of the managment, the degree

of plant modernitation, the plant's other vorLoad, and the mnufacturer's

prior experience on recent, related programs. Most often, DOD CER studies

use data samples containing programs from several manufacturers. The

resulting CER's therefore represent a "weighted average" of the manufac-

turers. However, most of the aircraft airframe C• rocedures at least

do provide provision for applying individual manufacturers' direct labor,

overhead, and OLA rates for those progrems where specific

*an be identified.

4. The prioes of labor an materials can hp de to varias

external Laflueces. Most C studies adjust historlal data using

Industry ]boe InUces %: provi C IR's that estimate cost#s in constant

dollas. If the coet estaimtor vishes to estimate a am proga• in



currena dollars, these CER proceares require him to obtain separately

price level projections which would then be applied to the C(R program

estimates.

5. Engineering Q11anges, anud changes in the pace of the program,

can affect sigificanty the eirertual cost of a program. Their effect

upon CER's is a caplicated one. This area offers a wide open opportunity

for sane imag.nrntive and pricticgJ. research,

6. The qu&.ity problem in CWR's is typically handled by add-

ing a cost quantity relation to the basic CER which estimates cost at a

specific production quantity. There also are a few studies which use the

cumulative production quantity as one of the independent variables in the

basic CER.

The production rate problem has freqaently not been addressed

directly in CMR's. Planning Research Corporation in its airframe work

for our office, which I will discass later, has included a production rate

varia'Ae in s-me of its equations. However, none of us are yet very happy

with our understanding of the effect of production rate upon cost. This

is ano~her useful area for future research.

7. Finally, the ý'ther'• category includes such effects as plant

fires or labor strikes. If these are truly unique events, it probably is

appropriate to adjust the historical data where such events and their

costs can be identified. Ctheriise, the cort equations will include the

effects of such events. The equatione should not normally be constructed

.o predict explicitly these unusual costs,



C. M.oiae of the Form of the Equations.

The particular form of the equations to be used is seldm cc=-

pletely clear. The variables can be added, multiplied together, given

exponents, etc. Figure 4 shows two examples of CER's. PRC has generally

used linear combinations of terms (as in the first equation), though

ea&h term itself may cuasist of various forms of the variables. RAND

has usually used the multiplicative or exponential form (as shown in the

secc.A equation). It is seldom intitively clear what form is most

•ipprop'iate.

D. Handling of the input Data.

i±Uortunately, as most of you are probably aware, the basic

input data usually has ma-y defi-erieso Appropriate data massaging,

such as adjustments for different suboontracting policies or for dif-

ferent accounting definitions, is generally a necessary task. If done

Improperly, however., it can lead tz. misleadingly good equation fits to

the adjusted sample data. The cost Informatiot Reporting System being

developed for the Department of Defense deals with this vital problem

of adequate data, at least as far as major procurement costs are con-

cerned. Incidentally, to add to cur woes, oar office is beg.ining to

have an "neasy feeling that the pysicl aw-d p .e ra•cteristic

data used in tER studies may also be defitient. (We need to review this

possibility and :orrect the problem as needed.)

E. Evaluation of PredictloLn Capability.

In presenting these major procedural problems i. developirng

Ras, I have said little about S them. l[nfortunately, I can

- 2
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say little of a definitive nature. However, it is probably neither

necessary, nor is it desirable, to pre-specifa exactly how the" Should

be handled in each case. Essentially, decisions as to the variables and

forms of the equations have to be answered for each individual study.

Universally applicable solutions are not likely to be found. Initially,

on a study, engineering type Judments are used to make preliminary selec-

tions. Subsequently, statistical analysis provides the major tools for

testing the various alternatives. Even after this however, the analyst

may find it desirable to modify the estimation procedure (such as with

an adjustment for exotic new airframe materials) in a manner which he

feels will help discriminate fu<.ture program costs.

This leads us to the key problem that no discussion of aWR's or

of any predictive technique, can iWiore. That is the question of just

how good is the procedure for predicting. We feel that other techniques

for estimating the costs of future progrins are by themselves, not good

enough. But is the use of statistical CER's any better? Unfortunately,

this is as yet a question or. whiJc we do not have completely satis-

factory evidence though wthat we do have is encouraging. We currently use

the following approaches to attempt to evaluate the capability of statis-

tical CER's:

I) The main approach i-, to look at the statistical evidence as

to how good an equation fits the saple data. We look at such statistics

as the correlation caeffi.,er.t and the standard error of estimate. 2W

prestmption is that the better the fit, the more likely are the equatimm

to predict with ac -racy.

.12- -I•- i
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2) Aother apoach is to leave out of the saple one or two

data points an4 thaen to test the derived equation against them. If

the equation povdis a "reasonably" close estimate, our confidence in

the equation's prediction capabilities increases; otherwise, our confi-

dence decreases.

3) A recent proposal is to perform "Historical Simulation"

to see how tbhe ethod for deriving the CER's would have performed in

the past. This is an interesting idea and should be explored further.

(IV office has been looking into this but unfortunately has not been

able to spend much time on it.) Bat, again, historical simulation can

provide at best only indfzect evidence,

') The real predictive test cf the CR's, or any prediction

technique, Is of course to see how succssful they actually are on real

progms after the results are in. Unfortunately., this usually means a

long wait. However, we should, at least keep careful histories of our

estimates, and the estimating techniques used, to help eventually to

evaluate how they performed and for clues as to hov they might be Im-

proved. The Air Force Systems Comand Tracking System recently estab-

lished is a pod step in this direction.

V c. B ,IFIC OSD As(MAYT 'TUDI3S.

Now, I would like to describe briefly am•e of the specific aircraft

studies that our office has sponsored.

As noted earlier, the F-ill cost analysis work, which began in our

office in 1963, ae Impetus to the cost research on aircraft progms.

-13-
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Since that time our office has sponsored, or engaged in, a uwber of

studies on aircraft costs Figure 5 lists the five studies that I will

describe here.

1) The first study is the work of the Planning Research Corrora-

tion. PRO prepared a report issued last February (1965), R5T.7, 'VMethoda

of Estimating Fixed-Wing Airframe Costs." It has been given wide dis-

tribution throughout DOD.

The PRC study utilized a number of imaginative and rrovocutivt

approaches. Though the specific procedure suggested by PRO for esti-

mating airframe costs, seems to me, on the whole, to be overly cumbersome

and involved, it has served to stimulate much constructive discussion.

I will review just a few of the study's characteristics which are of

interest here:

a) CRR'a are provided for each cost element: manufacturing

man-hours, and materials, engineering, and tooling costs.

b) About 40 Air Force and Navy aircraft were used in the manu-

facturing man-hour sample. For the other cost elements, usable data was

found for about 25 aircraft. The CER's, with some qualifications, are

meant to apply to all types of aircraft, e.g., fighters, bcubers, etc.,

as well as to both subsonic and supersonic aircraft.

c) Numberous data adjustments were made by PRC iLcluding the

application of 'Copany MAdustment Factors" for certain co.panies whose

cost* in the basic sample appeared to be generally low or high. Tnai

"bias" observed by PRO could result from either compary aczounting prac-

tices., from maufa•t'rer efficiencyo or both. FRC's description of the

~1.14
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data problems and its various data adjustments make vorthvhile reading

for those beccming involved with similar problems.

d) PRC utilized a number of variables, other than aircraft

physical and performance characteristics, to account for certain of the

other factors affecting coot. These included a production rate variable,

a "weight growth" (or engineering change) factor variable, and a "time"

variable. (The time variable in PRC's analysis shoIed a significant

explanatory ability. Presumably this variable reflects such factors as

improved safety, reliability, crew comfort, etc.,, thich awe not reflected

by the other explanatory variables but vhich are correlated with time.)

e) The cost-quantity relationship is derived by preparing

stQtistical WE's at each of four cumulative production quantities, 10,

30, 100, and 300. For a given aircraft, a best-fit line connecting

vhese points, would then represent the cost-quantity curve.

A second edition of the PRC report is currently being cooleted.

This will incorporate soe additional cost data as vell as atteqt to

Improve some of the techniques such as a needed Iprovemaent to Its "weiht

growth" procedure and the separation of recurring from nonrecurring tooling

and engineering costs.

2) As an outgrovth of the C- analyses and the desire of our office

to have an independent cost estimate on this major progrm, we jointly

undertook with PRC a study to develop ME's for large transport aircraft.

the PRC portion of this work is presently being finalised. It will be

distributed when available. This report will cover only the a.rfrm.

,16,



bgl and avionics estimates, h(Atever, wre made in-house using rougher

tools. PRO for the study drev heavilly from its york in R547. However,

In this study, PRC found that the best statistical results were achieved

by utilizing -. sample consisting only of transports and bombers. The

explanatory variables chosen, such as payload weight, appear more aspiro-

priate to the estimation of large transport aircraft. Also, a somewhat

different "w4ght govth" approach ms included in the final equations.

3) In 1964 our office monitored and directed for the Departaent

of Cm•rce a cost analysis study for the Ccuercial Supersonic Trans-

port progra. Two contractors, Operations Research Inc. and PRC, under-

took parallel studies to develop cost estimating relations for all phases

-- Development, Investment, and Operating -- of the SST. Unfortunately,

at this time, this material has not been released for general usage.

owyever, organizations able to provide sufficient Justification would be

able to reviev the material. The samples used consisted primarily of

DOD aircraft. PRC's procedures were a•in similar to those used in Its

R547 report. ORI, however, developed equations separately for subsonic

and supersonic aircraft. It also applied ar. "empirically" developed

titanium cost faztýr to adjust for expected increases in airframe labor,

materials, and toolir-g costs due to the substantial use of titaniu in

the airframe. both ¢ rstriprepared statistical CER's for engine

costs as well as airframe costs. The primary explanatory variables used

in the engine equattioas were: thrust, weight, speed, and turbine inlet

temperature. The satple sizes for the engine analyses wre quVito emal,

fram 5 to 1i engines.

-17- :II'



The opmtng cost equations derived for the study reflect ciemr-

eial practices, and though of sme interest, are not fully useful for

DOD purposes.

4. Internally, our office, as pwt of our technique research pro-

gram., has experimented on transport aircraft (Si's. This study current17

is attempting to relate cost primarily to an over-all mission Prelm

level, In this case ton-miles per hour .... and to estimate total air-

craft flyaway cost directly rather than estimat•n the Individual cacn-

ents, such as labor, materials, engineering and tooling or the nilividal

su4qs+Ans such as airtr, engines, and avionics.

5. We currently are also undartaking internally a proam to

develop CAR's on helicopter airframe procurement costs. These (X'si

vill cover helicopters of all three services. The sample presently •on-

sists of approximately 13-17 helicopters. It vill, of course, atteAMt to

taoe into account the work on airframe man-hours already performed by the

6. In discussing these five projecte, I have mide little mention

of avionics procurement costs or of aircraft oeratIzn eests. Both these

areas have so far sied to have had litti attention paid to tb as far

as the developont of M's is cocerned. My office lid sponsor an abor-

tie avionics study last spring. te rnet work by Mr. Tong of RAD

(FA "8I-nR dated Nebruw 1966) ubiab provides CAR,* for ee~pt ive

avionics system for floter and Interceptor aircraft, is the only pne-

ently available significant study that Isi ature of. Aircraft avionls

-iS-



is becomlng an Increasingly important element of cost and merits greater

research efforts.

I Oop•rating costs, the SST work as indicated earlier, though

ateestingv, as primarily ccmerciafly orierted. My office has recently

be= trying to get into this area. Thus far, our efforts have been di-

rected prmrily at the data problems.

However, PRC has performed for us vith same success a teat study

an fuel CPR's for Air Force aircraft using cost data currently available

in the Air Force Planning Factors Manual. The ample contained 16 air-

craft of various types. An interesting feature of this study is its

presentation of two equations, one for use early in the planning stages

henu only such characteristics as speed and veight are available. Ta,•

other equation is for use in later stages vben an estimate of such charac-

teriutics as engine specific fuel consumption is also available. This

report will be distributed shortly.

Both the avionics and operating cost fields are clearly wide

open for CIR work. Dta problems, as usual, have probably been the

chief stumbling block. We will be moot Interested in seeing results

from the Air Forces' errent CIA proegm on OW14 costs.

vi A. &hi'i,. Cw? ~AA !?LMA An D1BAIMINTA OF STA!BT=CAL =Ia.

Finsall, I vwuld like to list what I belleve to be the major ad-

vantae8s and disadvantagest of btatistical Ca's.

-19-



A. Advantages (Figure 6)

1) First they permit relatively rapid cost estimation. A

quick reaction time is possible after the appropriate CER's are avail-

able. (The development of the C's themselves, of course, is a more

lengthy process.)

2) Second, only a relatively small mount of menpower is

required to make the estimate with CER'5. (Note, however, that making

an estlmatc f a new progrem is not a trivial exercise. Considerable

judgent is required in determining the extent of applicability of the

C to the new program and in making adjustments, if any are required,

to the (Z estimating procedure.)

3) T-ird, the procedures for developing statistical CM'Is, and

for the subsequent use of them, is a relatively objective process,

i) Fourth, the procedure is a systematic one vhich will pro-

vide consistent estimates ard ones which can be reproduced. This permits

considerabie visibility so that other persons can relatively easily

evaluate them.

5) And mt Importantly, the use of c-ctual historical ata, in

a systematic manner, sems to lead to potential accuracy advanteu8s

c ad to other current techniques for estimating cmts of nev systems.

B. L-aidv=tM T7)

1) First, past practices and occurrences Implied in the his-

torical cost data will be reflected In the derived cost equations and
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therefore in the estimates for the new system. To the extent that

future practices will differ, estimation errors are likely to occur.

Should, for example, the Value Engineering program or incentives from

greater use of incentive contracting, significantly improve manu-

facturers' efficiencies in future programs, CER's based upon past prac-

tices would tend to give overestimates. (Note, however, that provision

for such occurrences, at least currently, may be more realistic, And it

is this which .:elps to avoid cost over-optimism.)

2) Second, there is a tendency to over-simplify the many

factors which do affect cost. CER's must as a practical matter be re-

stricted to a relatively few explanatory variables. With a new program,

there may be introduced a characteristic of major cost importance (such

as an unusually stringent reliability requirement) but with respect to

which the equations do not discriminate because the characteristic was

not of importance in explaining cost in the data sample. Human judgnent

is necessary with CER'R to consider'such possibilities and to make any

necessary modifications to the CER procedures.

3) Third, a possible disadvantage is that since the CER's can

be expected to became common knowledge in the defense conmunity, there

is scre danger that manufacturers might use them in such a way as to

affect their own cost proposals in an undesirable fashion. However, we

have not yet thought through the possible consequences. If more often

than not, this leads to more realistic cost proposals, the Defense De-

partment will probably be ahead.

-C.2i



4) Fourth, the use of CER's does not, by any means, eliminate

uncertainty. As with any cost estimating procedure, considerable uncer-

tainty will. inevitably be present on estimates of future systems. How-

ever, use of a statistical approach does permit the computation of certain

measures of uncertainty - the confidence or prediction intervals. Never-

theless I have not listed this as a major advantage for statistical CER's

since :

a) I am not, myself, certain that these predictions, though

useful, have the meaning they purport to have. The applicability of the

computed statistical probability statements to the aircraft program being

costed is not clear.

b) With any estimation technique, sace quantitative measure

of uncertainty can, and should, be provided even if subjectively arrived at.

A major omission to the progra of this symposium is the absence

of a paper devoted solely to the subject of providing quantitative informa-

tion on the magnitude of the uncertainty of particular cost estimates.

5) Finally, it is often necessary to provide estimates of pro-

grams whose characteristics are outside the range of the sample data

used to derive the CER's. Statistical theory has little to say as to

whether the same trends reflected in the sample data will also hold be-

yond the range of the data. However, this again is a problem ommn to

all present cost estimation techniques. At least with the statistiW.

ER, past trends are identified. Nevertheless, the cost estimator should

of course always be very cautious when using =sR'. to extrapolate far

beyond the range of the sample data.

-24-
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In balance, it is the position of my office that the proper use

of (ER's offers a significant opportunity for the improvement of the

quality of cost estimates on new systems. Further, as the data base

Imprones, further estimation improvements can be expected.
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